ZIPmagic
Instantly Boost
Storage Space
No Noticeable
Performance Impact
Supports RAID Setups
Works on SSD and
Mechanical Drives
Compresses 300%
Better than Windows
Based on Proven NTFS
Compression
Preserves System
Security on All Files
Transparently Access
all Apps and Data

DriveSpace 5.0
Triple Your Free Space!
Ideal for Servers, SSDs,
and Tablets.
ZIPmagic DriveSpace 5.0 triples your available free
space with zero downtime. Access to compressed data is
completely transparent – all of your installed applications
run normally, and all of your files remain fully accessible as
if they were not compressed at all. DriveSpace runs on all
Windows versions, does not require Windows to be
rebooted, and is ideal for compressing virtual or private
servers; avoiding costly migrations.






SAFE
FAST
MULTI-CORE
FOR ALL DISKS

Learn more about
ZIPmagic DriveSpace
5.0.
Take a test drive today!
www.zipmagic.co

Lightning Fast — Yet Very Safe To Use
The compression is based on safe, time tested and
proven NTFS compression technology. The net storage capacity increase is
approximately 300% or more than the space savings which can be achieved using
Windows’s own built-in NTFS compression tools.

Ground Breaking Innovations
ZIPmagic DriveSpace 5.0 is multi-threaded and load-balanced, achieving
(de)compression throughput of 500 MB/sec or more, limited only by the performance
of the underlying hardware.

Multi-Threaded and
Load-Balanced

One-Click Operation — Compress or decompress drives in a single click
ZIPmagic DriveSpace automatically detects the number of your CPU cores, and
whether you have an SSD; determining the optimal settings for your system.

Safe and Reversible
Compression

Compression Exclusions — Protect data integrity
ZIPmagic DriveSpace is designed to be aware of data files which must remain
uncompressed due to performance or stability reasons, such as SQL databases.

“While the precompression estimate
showed a potential space
savings of about 19GB, I
ended up saving about
43GB.
I am delighted with the
results…we have gone
from having 18% free
space, which is potentially
problematic, to over
37%, which is
comfortable.”
Jeffrey A. Mirus, Ph.D.
CatholicCulture.org

Virtualization Compatible — Ideal for virtual or shared hosting solutions
ZIPmagic DriveSpace supports virtualization platforms such as Hyper-V and
VMware, extending the lifetime of servers and preventing costly migration efforts.
Datacenter Bundles — Designed for all Windows hosting solutions
ZIPmagic DriveSpace is available for all your datacenter hosting products, with
aggressively discounted volume licensing.
SSD Bundles — Designed for all Solid State Disk hardware
Cost per gigabyte on SSD drives is still prohibitive compared to mechanical disks.
Bundle ZIPMagic DriveSpace with your SSD hardware to reduce cost per GB.

ZIPmagic is the inventor of transparent, full disk compression for
Microsoft Windows, and the primary innovator in the data compression
industry. For more information, and a free unrestricted 30 day trial
download, please visit www.zipmagic.co.

